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Abstract: 
GIS is used as a decision support tool in the areawide management of glassy-winged 
sharpshooter in California. Locating traps using GIS/GPS, and then servicing the traps 
with portable data terminals and uploading on a daily basis allows finds in new areas to 
be identified quickly. Weekly mapping of trapping results shortens the time between 
when insects are found in the field and when treatments can be applied. Seasonal maps 
allow visual comparisons from year to year. GIS analysis tools can also further work in 
understanding the movements of the insects over time. 
 
 

In 1999, grape growers in the Temecula Valley experienced epidemic level of 
Pierce’s Disease, which destroyed whole vineyards.  An insect, the glassy-winged 
sharpshooter, had become established in the southern part of the state in the last decade 
and is a highly effective vector of Pierce’s Disease.  To ensure that the same epidemic 
levels of Pierce’s Disease didn’t impact vineyards elsewhere in California where the 
glassy-winged sharpshooter (GWSS) was established, control strategies for GWSS were 
pursued on an areawide basis.   

 
In 2000, traps were placed in an area east of Bakersfield to set up a pilot areawide 

management project.  These traps were all digitized using GIS software and weekly maps 
were produced showing the hot spots in glassy-winged sharpshooter population in the 
area (Map 1).  An areawide treatment was coordinated and executed in early 2001, 
followed by coordinated hot-spot treatments.  Kern County maintains a field border layer 
in a GIS, which hold field boundaries with attributes that link to pesticide use records that 
contain grower or manager contact information.  Because of this, it was a much simpler 
task to identify fields to survey and growers to contact for coordinating treatments.  The 
area-wide approached was successful enough that it was expanded throughout 
agricultural areas Kern County that contained the major hosts of the glassy-winged 
sharpshooter. 



Map 1: example of a map of a week’s trapping results in the Kern GWSS Pilot 
Project, 2000. 

 
 

In 2002, the use of portable data terminals with barcode scanners was 
implemented with the goal of reducing data entry errors, and standardizing the trap data 
so it could be housed on a server; where it is accessed and mapped (for Schema see 



appendix 1).  The standardization of trapping information became more important as the 
areawide programs grew to include Tulare and Ventura Counties in 2003.  Both digitizing 
and GPS devices are now used to maintain the locations of the traps.  With all the trap 
servicing data housed in a single database, it was a much simpler task to summarize data 
over any given time period and map the results; and by the end of 2003 cumulative maps 
were being used to facilitate the movement of bulk citrus and alter regulatory boundaries 
in Kern and Tulare counties (Map 2). 
 
Map 2: cumulative map of an area in Tulare county 

 
 

In 2004, the ease of having a central server with trapping data made it possible for 
the USDA to create a GIS web application used by coordinators of the programs.  The 
site shows the past week’s trap results, cumulative results, and previous year results for 
comparison.  It also houses field border layers for Kern, Tulare and Ventura counties 
which facilitates contacting, permitting, and reimbursing growers for treatments applied 
to control GWSS within the areawide program.  The GWSS areawide programs have 
provided catalyst for field border development in Tulare and Ventura counties. 

 
In 2005, things came full circle as the GWSS trapping programs in Temecula and 

Coachella valleys were brought into the information system.  Previously, all their 
information had been stored in spreadsheets that were processed and stored at UC 
Riverside, both to aid with management and to support research into GWSS dynamics.  



That same year, one of the researchers at UCR used the centralized data server and 
associated shapefiles to help with a geostatistical analysis of the areawide program in 
Kern County1. 
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Traps table 

 
TrapID – the unique ID of the trap (usually a concatenation of a trapset (trap area) and 
number: WB trap 10 has a TrapID of WB10). The TrapID is unique to both the location 
and crop, and in the case of pulley traps height.  TrapIDs SHOULD NOT BE MOVED 
more than a block; and if a crop changes in the location of a particular TrapID, the 
TrapID should be inactivated and a new one assigned to that location. 
Trapset (or Area)- Identifies logical groups of traps. 
Crop – The crop or plant the trap is in or on.  If a crop is pulled from a field and replaced 
, the TrapID should be made inactive and a new TrapID should be assigned to the new 
crop. 
Active-indicates whether a trap is currently serviced.  Inactive traps cannot be scanned 
and this helps maintain the uniqueness of the trapids. 



Organic-indicates whether a trap is in a known organic field.  This is only used in the 
Temecula trapping system. 
 

Trap servcing table 
TrapID - scanned into barcode device.  If the trap is missing (stake barcode and all), then 
the trapper hand enters the TrapID by hand and marks a null in NumAdults (see below).  
A reference file of active traps is validated by the barcode scanner upon entry to ensure 
that only real trapids are entered. 
Date – The date the trap was serviced, which is generated by the barcode scanner. The 
scanner gets its date and time from the computer when an application is loaded.  The 
computer must have accurate info to pass it on. 
Time- The barcode scanners will also put a time stamp on each scan that indicates what 
time a trap was serviced.  
Collector—Last name or 4 letter identifier of person servicing the trap. 
Wand—Barcode scanner identifier.  Used for troubleshooting. 
NumGWSS – Number of adult GWSS on the trap.  Should be a count of 0 or some 
integer.  If there was no count (the trap fell, etc.), 999 is used for traps that could not be 
serviced and 777 for traps that are missing. Possibilities for entry are: 
Basic scenarios for trap servicing: 
1.Trap accessible, trap intact: trapper scans barcode and enters count as # 
GWSS 
2.Trap remains/barcode missing: trapper hand-enters trapid/enters count as # 
GWSS 
3.Trap missing/barcode remains: trapper scans barcode/enters 777 as # GWSS 
4.Trap missing/barcode missing: trapper hand-enters trapid/enters 777 as # 
GWSS 
5. Can't access trap: trapper hand-enters trapid/enters 999 as # GWSS 
 
Source- The wand can tag scanned fields like TrapID with whether the entry was 
scanned or hand entered.  This can be used to generate reports of which traps need new 
barcodes. Hand entered = 1, scanned = 0. 
Comment- on upload 777 and 999 become nulls and this field is updated to “missing” or 
“not accessed” respectively. 
DaysInField -The number of days since the last trap servicing.  This is calculated by 
macro run on the data periodically.  In averaging queries, the GWSS count is divided by 
this number and then multiplied by 7 to yield an average weekly GWSS count. 
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